The technical specifications and other information in this leaflet reflect our current knowledge. They are solely intended as general information for our customers. Our customers still bear the responsibility of testing the products to ensure suitability for their intended applications and meeting end-use requirements. We reserve the right to alter product performance and specifications. Our technical consulting service is available for further advice, technical help in solving problems arising in manufacturing and applications, as well as with product formulations. The customer, however, is responsible for reviewing such data and recommendations prior to using them in an application. We assume no liability for the accuracy and completeness of the data presented on this leaflet or any other technical information we provide.
Drop on demand Digital Metallic Inks

Achieve additional value for your digital prints with JETFLUID Metallic Inkjet inks from ECKART:

- Create a real eye catcher without using any metallized substrate
- Explore a whole new universe of metallic colors in combination with CMYK
- Show extraordinary effects by replacing the white primer on dark materials
- Gain brilliant results on non-coated standard substrates like vinyl
- Print at your production speed, no need to slow down your machine and no special print head necessary

Digital Metallic Inks and Products Overview

JETFLUID products can be easily used in most of the common piezo technologies:

Digital Silver Inks, Concentrates and Master Batches

- Create a real eye catcher without using any metallized substrate
- Explore a whole new universe of metallic colors in combination with CMYK
- Show extraordinary effects by replacing the white primer on dark materials
- Gain brilliant results on non-coated standard substrates like vinyl
- Set new accents on different substrates and in many applications
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If you use an internal filter unit, please ensure that its size is not less than 20 microns.

* „and others“ – As there are more compatible printheads in the market, please contact ECKART for further information.

Creating a metallic effect in the digital inkjet world requires one spot color channel at your digital printing machine.
Please enquire for any needs or contact any of our distribution partners.